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LAWRENCEVILLE, GA — Today State Senator Zahra Karinshak was endorsed by Serve America,
Congressman Seth Moulton (MA-06)’s PAC. Serve America was started in 2018 to support candidates with
military and service backgrounds. To date Serve America has supported 21 winning Congressional candidates,
including Rep. Mikie Sherrill (NJ-11), Rep. Chrissy Houlahan (PA-06), and Rep. Abigail Spanberger (VA-07).
“I am proud to endorse Zahra Karinshak for Georgia’s 7th Congressional District,” said Congressman Moulton.
“An Air Force veteran, former federal prosecutor, and State Senator, Zahra is uniquely qualified to serve in the
United States Congress. I am confident that her military experience combined with her distinguished legal and
public service career has equipped Zahra to handle the challenges of Washington—and help make it better in
the process. I first got to know Zahra in 2018 when I endorsed her in her State Senate race, and I couldn’t be
happier to be standing next to her again this year.”
“I’m grateful to be endorsed by Congressman Moulton’s PAC,” State Senator Karinshak said. “I learned the
importance of service, sacrifice, and integrity while serving as a military intelligence officer and federal
prosecutor. I've always been committed to protecting and bettering my state and my country, and I look forward
to serving as a voice of reason and experience in Congress.”
ABOUT ZAHRA KARINSHAK
Zahra Karinshak, a veteran and former federal prosecutor, was elected to the State Senate in 2018. She won
the seat, long held by Republicans, with 53.6% of the vote, and went on to be elected by her colleagues as
Chairwoman of the Gwinnett Senate delegation. In addition to her service as a State Senator, Karinshak is a
partner at the Atlanta law firm Krevolin & Horst where she leads the firm’s whistleblower practice, working with
clients to expose fraud and corruption at the highest levels.
Karinshak and her husband Bruce, a West Point graduate who served in the Army as a Combat Engineer,
have lived for the past 25 years in Lawrenceville, GA where they’ve raised their two teenage daughters.
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WASHINGTON, DC — Today, Congressman Seth Moulton (D-MA) will officially relaunch Serve America PAC
for the 2020 cycle. Serve America is a political organization that supports military veterans, other
service-driven candidates, and next generation leaders running for federal, state, and local offices.
In 2018, Serve America supported 21 successful House candidates, 18 of whom flipped seats from red to blue
to help Democrats win back the House. Today, Serve America is re-endorsing the 21 Members it helped win
seats in 2018, as well as announcing our first slate of endorsees for 2020 House races:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Janessa Goldbeck (CA-53)
Zahra Karinshak (GA-07)
Kai Kahele (HI-02)
Josh Hicks (KY-06)
Dan Feehan (MN-01)
Jackie Gordon (NY-02)
Nikki Foster (OH-01)
Gina Ortiz Jones (TX-23)
Kim Olson (TX-24)

In addition, Serve America is endorsing the following U.S. Senate candidates with service backgrounds:
●
●
●

Michael Franken (IA)
Amy McGrath (KY)
James Mackler (TN)

We will be endorsing more House and Senate candidates throughout the year, as well as state and local
candidates.
Congressman Moulton started Serve America for the 2018 cycle because he believes candidates with military
and service backgrounds, and with a new generation of thinking, come to Congress better prepared with
leadership skills and unique and critical perspectives to offer. Serve America’s 2018 endorsees are making an
enormous impact in Congress today, leading on foreign policy issues, health care, and holding the President
accountable.

This year, Serve America is planning to provide fundraising, communications and messaging, mentoring, and
on-the-ground support to its candidates.
For more information about Serve America or our candidates, please see our website:
www.serveamericapac.com
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